
Warm Up

Round to the nearest 10

1. 36

2. 65

3. 678

4. 712



Warm Up

Round to the nearest 100

1. 316

2. 665

3. 6078

4. 7112



Warm Up

Round to the nearest 1000

1. 2316

2. 6365

3. 61078

4. 71912



Times Tables Rockstars



WALT:  

WILF

1. Use knowledge of place value
2. Order and partition numbers
3. Give the value of each digit to three decimal places



Three Decimal Places

Write the decimal number shown on this place value chart.

21.513

Tens Ones tenths hundredths thousandths



Three Decimal Places

What are the values of the underlined digits in the following numbers?

one 
tenth

eight
hundredths

six 
tenths

three 
thousandths

45.173 8.280 20.63 101.003



DivingThree Decimal Places

Complete the decimal part-whole model.

Can you find different ways to do this?

7.462

7

64

2
ones

tenths hundredths

thousandths

7

4 6

2



Three Decimal Places

Toby thinks he has correctly matched the decimal numbers to the shapes 
using the clues given.

Is Toby correct? Explain your reasoning. Toby is incorrect. He 
has matched the 

heart to 9.390 and 
the triangle to 0.392 

correctly.  He has 
incorrectly matched 
the other shapes as 
the star should be 
matched to 2.092 
and the lightning 

bolt should be 
matched to 3.902. 

Decimal Numbers

3.902

2.092

9.390

0.392

Shapes

Clues:
• The triangle has 

two thousandths. 
The star has the 
same number of 
ones as 
thousandths.

• The lightning 
bolt has less ones 
than tenths.

• The heart has 90 
thousandths.



Three Decimal Places

Rami and Sian are discussing decimal numbers. Who do you agree with? 
Explain your reasoning.

Rami is correct. He has recognised that 
the three ones can be exchanged into 30 
tenths.   Sian is incorrect. Her number 

has 40 hundredths or four tenths.

83.403 has 
34 tenths.

83.403 has 
40 tenths.



Three Decimal Places

Find four different ways to partition this decimal number using 
exchanging. Try to use different numbers each time.

Share your answers with a partner. If you have an answer different to 
your partner, score one point. Who scored the most points? 

4.327

1

133

17
ones

tenths hundredths

thousandths

1

33 1

17



1) Order the following numbers

124.678      124.78      124.078     124.776



Write down the value of the underlined digit in 
each number

1. 56832
2. 78971
3. 76091
4. 90672
5. 4567
6. 310096


